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In Brief
Urea cycle dysregulation (UCD) in cancer is a prevalent phenomenon in multiple cancers. UCD increases nitrogen utilization for pyrimidine synthesis, generating nucleotide imbalance that leads to detectable mutation patterns and biochemical signatures in cancer patients' samples. UCD is associated with a worse prognosis but a better response to immunotherapy.
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SUMMARY

The urea cycle (UC) is the main pathway by which mammals dispose of waste nitrogen. We find that specific alterations in the expression of most UC enzymes occur in many tumors, leading to a general metabolic hallmark termed “UC dysregulation” (UCD). UCD elicits nitrogen diversion toward carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase2, aspartate transcarbamylase, and dihydroorotase (CAD) activation and enhances pyrimidine synthesis, resulting in detectable changes in nitrogen metabolites in both patient tumors and their bio-fluids. The accompanying excess of pyrimidine versus purine nucleotides results in a genomic signature consisting of transversion mutations at the DNA, RNA, and protein levels. This mutational bias is associated with increased numbers of hydrophobic tumor antigens and a better response to immune checkpoint inhibitors independent of mutational load. Taken together, our findings demonstrate that UCD is a common feature of tumors that profoundly affects carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, and immunotherapy response.

INTRODUCTION

In the liver, the urea cycle (UC) converts excess systemic nitrogen, derived from the breakdown of nitrogen-containing metabolites, such as ammonia and glutamine, into urea, a disposible nitrogenous compound (Ah Mew et al., 1993). Outside the liver, different UC enzymes are expressed in accordance with cellular needs for UC intermediates. Mendelian disorders with deficiencies of UC enzymes and transporters were recognized many years ago (Ah Mew et al., 1993). Whereas these UC-inherited disorders were not associated with cancer predisposition, anecdotal studies have reported the altered expression of...
specific UC components in cancer (Chaerkady et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2014; Syed et al., 2013). We have shown that the loss of UC enzyme argininosuccinate synthase (ASS1) promotes cancer proliferation by diversion of its aspartate substrate toward carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase 2 (CPS2); ATC, aspartate transcarbamylase; DHO, dihydororotate; DHO DH, dihydororotate dehydrogenase; and UMP synthase, uridine monophosphate synthase. Similarly, it was shown that the UC enzyme CPS1 maintains the pyrimidine pool in non-small cell lung cancer through CAD activation (Kim et al., 2017). Based on these recent discoveries of UC rewiring toward pyrimidine synthesis and the dependence of tumors on UC nitrogen sources (Spinelli et al., 2017; Wise and Thompson, 2010), we hypothesized that UC dysregulation (UCD) maybe a widespread advantageous metabolic phenomenon for cancer (Figure 1A). As such, unravelling the molecular consequences of UCD in cancer may hold promising diagnostic and therapeutic opportunities.

RESULTS

UCD Induces CAD Activation and Facilitates Cell Proliferation

UC enzymes compete for their nitrogenous substrates with other enzymes, such as CAD. Previous work on ASS1 and CPS1 (Kim et al., 2017; Rabinovich et al., 2015) has demonstrated that specific alterations in the expression of most UC proteins increase nitrogenous substrate availability for CAD and pyrimidine synthesis. This consequence also could be predictably achieved by downregulation of the expression of argininosuccinate lyase (ASL), ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC), and ORNT1 (SLC25A15, the transporter that imports ornithine to the mitochondria) or from the overexpression of the UC transporter citrin (SLC25A13), which exports aspartate from the mitochondria (Figures 1A and S1A). We first explored this hypothesis in patients with UC-related inborn errors of metabolism, to understand whether monogenic alterations in UC enzymes would result in the anticipated activation of CAD. Indeed, patients with germline mutations in OTC, ASL, ASS1, or ORNT1 have reportedly increased pyrimidine-related metabolites in their plasma or urine, whereas patients with CPS1 mutations do not (Brosnan and Brosnan, 2007; Gerrits et al., 1993; Salerno et al., 1999; van de Logt et al., 2017; van Kuilenburg et al., 2006). Corroboratively, we found that fibroblasts from patients with OTC and ORNT1 deficiencies exhibit higher proliferation rates and increased CAD activation compared to non-mutated controls, as exemplified by higher CAD activating phosphorylation (Ben-Sahra et al., 2013), while CPS1-deficient fibroblasts do not (Figure S1B). In another non-cancerous setting, we found that infecting non-transformed cells with cytomegalovirus (CMV) decreases ASS1 expression and elevates SLC25A13 levels (Figure S1C). This may explain the...
resultant documented activation of CAD and expansion of pyrimidine pools following viral infection (DeVito et al., 2014). Additionally, we found a significant increase in proliferation following induction of UCD by either downregulating ASS1 or upregulating citrin in MCF-10 non-transformed epithelial cells (Figure S1D). Finally, a genome-scale metabolic modeling analysis further supports the notion that UCD would lead to diversion of nitrogenous metabolites toward the synthesis of pyrimidines (Figures S1E and S1F).

To test the relevance of our findings to cancer, we screened different tumor cell lines and chose those in which the basal expression of UC enzymes enabled us to elicit and study UCD;
we downregulated OTC in hepatocellular carcinoma (Hepg2) and ORNT1 (SLC25A15) in ovarian carcinoma (SKOV) and overexpressed citrin in melanoma cells (LOX IMVI) (Figure S2A). Following each specific perturbation, we measured CAD activation through its phosphorylation on serine 1859 (Ben-Sahra et al., 2013). Each of these separate perturbations led to an increase in CAD phosphorylation and enhanced cellular proliferation (Figure S2A). CAD activation by phosphorylation is mediated by pS6K, following mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway activation (Ben-Sahra et al., 2013; Robitaille et al., 2013). Indeed, we found that UCD induces pyrimidine synthesis in an mTOR-dependent manner, as evident from the increase in the levels of pS6K and pCAD (Figure S2A). Reintroducing the baseline expression of the perturbed UC enzymes into the cancer cells and treating the cells with the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin reduced CAD phosphorylation and restricted proliferation (Figures S2B and S2C). Additionally, inhibiting thymidylate synthase via fluorouracil (5FU) significantly decreased proliferation and restricted the enhanced pyrimidine synthesis in the UC-perturbed cells, showing that the effects of these UC perturbations are indeed mediated via increased pyrimidine synthesis (Figure S2D). The downregulation of OTC and ORNT1 resulted in increased $^{15}$N labeling of uracil from glutamine in vitro and increased tumor growth in vivo (Figure S2E), akin to the findings of Rabinovich et al. (2015). In addition, in liver cancer cells, the knockdown of OTC significantly increased the uracil-to-urea ratio, reflecting a shift of nitrogen for pyrimidine synthesis over its catabolism to urea (Figure S2F). These findings markedly extend previously published results (Rabinovich et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017), showing that specific perturbations of UCD enzymes result in CAD activation and increased proliferation in both non-cancerous and cancerous cells.

**UCD Is Prevalent in Cancer and Is Associated with Worse Patient Prognosis**

UCD and the consequent flux of nitrogen toward CAD can thus be achieved through specific alterations in the expression of different enzymes in the cycle (Figure S1A). We hence designed a UCD score that captures the magnitude of the expression changes in UC components that are likely to lead to CAD activation (see the STAR Methods). To study how prevalent is UCD in tumor samples, we analyzed transcriptomics data to compute UCD scores in tumor specimens from the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) and in the corresponding healthy tissue samples (obtained from the Genotype-Tissue Expression project [GTEx]) (Consortium, 2013) (see Data and Software Availability). We found that most tumor types have aberrant expression of at least two UC components in the direction expected to facilitate the supply of metabolites for CAD (Figure 1B; Table S1). Moreover, high UCD scores are associated...
with higher CAD expression (which also has been associated with CAD activation) (Richmond et al., 2012), higher cancer cell proliferation markers (by means of proliferating cell nuclear antigen [PCNA] abundance and Ki-67 levels), increased tumor dedifferentiation and grading, and, importantly, reduced patient survival (Figures 2A–2E and S3).

**UCD Alters Nitrogen Composition in Mouse Cancer Models and in Cancer Patients’ Bio-fluids**

To further study the robustness of UCD in cancer patients, we assessed whether changes in pyrimidine synthesis in tumors could be detected in urine of cancer patients and found significantly elevated pyrimidines in urine of prostate cancer patients compared to healthy controls (Figure 3A). We additionally found significantly higher pyrimidine-to-purine-metabolite ratios in tumors with high versus low UCD scores in human hepatocellular carcinoma (Budhu et al., 2013) and breast cancer (Terunuma et al., 2013) (Table S2). Second, since the nucleotide pool imbalance has been associated with mutagenesis (Schmidt et al., 2017), we sequenced the genome of these UCD cellular cancers to identify the genomic ramifications of UCD (Table S3). We detected a significant bias toward R → Y (purine to pyrimidine) versus Y → R point mutations on the DNA sense strand, which we termed a “pyrimidine-rich transversion mutational bias” (PTMB) (Figure 4B; the STAR Methods). This mutational bias

![Figure 4. UCD Promotes Genomic Transversion Mutations in Cancer Cell Lines](image-url)

(A) Knockdown of the UC enzymes in different cancer cells increases the pyrimidine to purine ratio of synthesis favoring pyrimidines, as measured by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The figure is a representative of the mean of more than two biological repeats (p ≤ 0.05, one-sided paired t test). The error bars denote SEM. The values of metabolites from which the ratio was calculated are presented in Table S2 and as graphs in Figure S4E.

(B) Inducing perturbations in individual UC components in the directions expected to increase UCD (including OTC, ASS1, ORNT1, and citrin) significantly increases R → Y mutations (Fisher’s exact test).

(C) PTMB levels after UC perturbation in LOX and U2OS cell lines. PTMB levels after 2 weeks (green) are significantly higher than those after 1 week (yellow; bootstrap empirical p < 0.001 and p < 0.03 for LOX and U2OS, respectively). The error bars denote SD from bootstrapping.

See also Figure S5 and Table S3.
continues to accumulate and increase over time in UCD-induced cells, as evident by comparing the PTMB levels of these cells after 1 and 2 weeks post-UCD induction (Figures 4C, also in mouse data, and S5A; see the STAR Methods) and is independent of mutation load (in patient data, Figure S5B; see the STAR Methods).

Analyzing the TCGA data, we found that PTMB is quite prevalent in patients’ tumors (Table S1), and is significantly associated with UCD across different cancer types (Figures 5A, 5B, and S5C–S5E and Data and Software Availability). PTMB is not strongly associated with known mutational signatures (Alexandrov et al., 2013), including the well-established smoking signature (Alexandrov et al., 2016) that is enriched with transversion mutations (Figures S5D and S5E; see the STAR Methods for details). Notably, we found a highly significant correlation between gene expression levels and PTMB levels in UCD samples (Figures 5C, S5F, and S5G). This association, combined with the occurrence of PTMB on the sense strand, suggests that PTMB may emerge because of DNA damage associated with transcription (Jinks-Robertson and Bhagwat, 2014). The damaged DNA is then processed incorrectly because of error-prone DNA repair events stemming from the nucleotide pool imbalance (Berquist and Wilson, 2012). This eventually may lead to mutagenesis within actively transcribed genes on the sense strand, as previously reported (Haradhvala et al., 2016) (see the STAR Methods for a more detailed discussion of these hypothesized mechanisms). Interestingly, we observe that the association between UCD and PTMB is more significant for nonsynonymous mutations, further testifying to its functional importance (Figure S5H).

Importantly, PTMB in mutated genes is also detectable in their corresponding mRNA and protein sequences, as we found by analyzing pertaining multi-omics breast cancer data (Cancer Genome Atlas, 2012; Mertins et al., 2016 (Figures 5 D and 5E)) and is distinct from other published mutational signatures (Alexandrov et al., 2013, 2016) (see the STAR Methods for details). Together, these results demonstrate that UCD induces a unique PTMB signature in cancer that propagates from the DNA to mRNA to protein levels. PTMB is associated with worse patients’ survival (Figure 5F; Table S4) and is distinct from other published mutational signatures (Alexandrov et al., 2013, 2016).

**UCD and PTMB Are Associated with Better Response to Immune Checkpoint Therapies**

Immune checkpoint therapy (ICT), an emerging anti-cancer treatment strategy, has proven beneficial in patients with tumors exhibiting high mutation load (Eggermont et al., 2016; Rizvi et al., 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2014). Yet tumors containing equally high mutation loads exhibit a variable response, suggesting that additional factors contribute...
to the overall immunotherapy success (Gubin et al., 2015; McGranahan and Swanton, 2017; Van Allen et al., 2015) (STAR Methods). UCD-elicited PTMB led us to study the effects of UCD and PTMB on the efficacy of ICT, to understand whether UCD could be one such factor. We analyzed the transcriptomics of melanoma tumors from patients treated with ICT to compute the tumor’s UCD scores (Van Allen et al., 2015; Hugo et al., 2016; Roh et al., 2017). Interestingly, responders to anti-PD1 (Hugo

![Figure 6. Higher UCD and PTMB Levels Are Associated with Increased Response to Immune Checkpoint Therapy in Mouse Models and Patients](image)

(A) UCD scores are significantly higher in responders (orange, n = 13) than non-responders (gray, n = 8) to anti-PD1 therapy (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.05).

(B) ROC curves showing higher predictive power of PTMB (AUC = 0.77, blue) compared to that obtained via mutational load (AUC = 0.34, red) in predicting the response to anti-PD1 therapy (Roh et al., 2017). In this dataset, UCD scores could not be calculated because the gene expression of UC enzymes was not measured (due to limited coverage of nanostring measurements).

(C) Hydrophobicity (Janin, 1979) of 15 R → Y candidate neopeptides. The triangles denote the changes in the hydrophobicity of the candidate neopeptides in the UC dysregulated versus control cell lines. Among the predicted neopeptides, those that are either predicted to bind to MHC class I (Andreatta and Nielsen, 2016; Jurtz et al., 2017; Karosiene et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2016; O’Donnell et al., 2017), or whose AA sequence is found in immune epitope database (IEDB) (Vita et al., 2019), are marked in red (see the STAR Methods). The four R → Y neopeptides predicted to bind to MHC class I show significantly higher hydrophobicity following R → Y mutation (paired one-sided t test p < 0.04).

(D) MC-38 mouse colon cancer cells without UCD (left) and with UCD (right) were injected into C57Bl6 mice. The mice were treated intraperitoneally with anti-PD1 immunotherapy on days 7, 12, 16, and 19. Tumor volume was palpated twice a week. Cancer cells with UCD (induced via the knockdown of ASS1 with shASS1; blue) showed a significantly higher response to anti-PD1 treatment compared to the controls (yellow), as reflected by a significant decrease in tumor volume (n = 20 mice, 5 mice in each group, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.007).

(E) Following sacrifice on day 21, flow cytometry analysis shows a significantly increased number of CD8 cytotoxic T cells infiltrating into the excised tumors (n = 20 mice, 5 mice in each group, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.01 and 0.3, respectively for shASS1 and EV).

(F) UCD mice treated with anti-PD1 (blue) show significantly attenuated tumor growth compared to the untreated mice (yellow) (p < 0.01, ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction).

See also Figure S6 and Tables S5, S6, S7, and S8.
et al., 2016) and anti-CTLA4 (Van Allen et al., 2015) therapy harbored significantly higher tumor UCD scores than non-responders (Figures 6A and S6A) (this separation is higher than that obtained when using the CAD expression levels [Figure S6B]). To study the effects of PTMB levels on ICT response, we analyzed a large exome sequencing cohort of melanoma patients treated with anti-PD1 (Roh et al., 2017). Notably, we found that PTMB is a stronger predictor of response to anti-PD1 therapy than is mutational load in these patients (Figure 6B; Table S5).

Tumor-specific mutations can result in immunogenic neo-antigens, which have also been correlated with responsiveness to ICT in highly mutagenic cancers (Miller et al., 2017). To learn more about the potential mechanisms underlying the increased ICT response associated with UCD and PTMB in patients, we performed a histocompatibility leukocyte antigen (HLA) peptidomics analysis of the UCD/high PTMB cancer cells we have generated (like in Figure 4B) versus their wild-type (WT) parallels. We found that the UCD perturbed cancer cells have a larger number of R/Y than Y/R candidate neopeptides (15 vs. 1 in total and 4 vs. 0 among those that are predicted to bind to major histocompatibility complex class I [MHC class I]). The predicted MHC class I-bound R/Y neopeptides are more hydrophobic (paired one-sided t test, p < 0.04; Figure 6C; Tables S6 and S7; STAR Methods) and, hence, are expected to incur stronger immunogenicity (Chowell et al., 2015). Indeed, R/Y mutations are more likely to generate hydrophobic amino acids than other types of point mutations (Fisher’s exact test, p < 1.0 × 10^{-4}; odds ratio = 2.7; Table S8; STAR Methods). Interestingly, we also observe that UC dysregulated cells display more hydrophobic (non-mutated) peptides than do control cells (Figures S6C and S6D and Data and Software Availability). Thus, the immunogenicity of the UC dysregulated cells may stem from the increased hydrophobicity of both their overall peptide repertoire and the PTMB-derived neopeptides.

Given the strong predictive signal of UCD and PTMB levels on patients’ response to ICT treatments reported above, we induced UCD in a syngeneic mouse model of colon cancer by knocking down ASS1 (Figures S6E and S6F). As previously reported by us (Rabinovich et al., 2015), we observed that this UC perturbation results in larger tumors in vivo (Figure S6G), as expected given the increased proliferation observed in UCD induced cancer cell-lines. We further found that ASS1-perturbed tumors are significantly more sensitive to anti-PD1-based ICT than are unperturbed ones (Figure 6D). Like in other studies (Wei et al., 2017), this increased therapeutic response is associated with specific enhanced infiltration of CD8 cytotoxic T cells, and not CD4 helper T cells (Figures 6E and S6H). Notably, the response to anti-PD1 treatment observed in mice bearing ASS1 knockdown tumors is characterized by a significantly attenuated cancer progression compared to that observed in the mice bearing unperturbed control tumors (Figures 6F and S6I).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results demonstrate that UCD exists across different cancer types, altering nitrogen utilization toward pyrimidine synthesis

![Figure 7. Summary Slide for the Hypothesized “UCD Effect”](image)

In normal tissue, excess nitrogen is disposed of as urea, but, in cancer cells, most nitrogen is utilized for synthesis of macromolecules, with pyrimidine synthesis playing a major role in carcinogenesis and affecting patients’ prognosis and response to ICT.
and supporting cancer proliferation. The resultant increase in cellular pyrimidines is associated with elevated R → Y transversions at the DNA levels, eliciting a transversion bias (PTMB) on the sense strand that is associated with worse prognosis. PTMB propagates from the DNA to the RNA and protein levels, leading to the generation of peptides with increased predicted immunogenicity. Inducing UCD enhances the response to ICT independent of mutational load in mouse models; analogously, increased UCD levels are associated with enhanced ICT response in patients. While nitrogen availability is an established promotor of proliferation, we show here that metabolic regulation of its fate by UC enzymes contributes to another cancer hall mark, which is mutagenesis. Encouragingly, mutagenesis, which promotes carcinogenesis, also increases the beneficial response to immunotherapy. Based on our results, one may hypothesize that drugs that specifically promote nucleotide imbalance, such as methotrexate (Allegra et al., 1987), could effectively increase the production of immunogenic neo-antigens and enhance the efficacy of ICT, especially in high UCD tumors. Furthermore, inducing UCD in tumor by itself might be beneficial in increasing the response to ICT. Notably, in addition to the metabolic reprogramming of nitrogen in tumors, we found that cancer is associated with other, systemic alterations in nitrogen homeostasis. Those include changes in the expression of UC genes in liver of tumor-bearing mice and with decreased plasma urea levels in mice with cancer and in cancer patients at diagnosis. These findings require further explorations in larger animal and patient cohorts. Yet they might indicate that cancers possibly actively modulate the host metabolism to increase their nitrogen supply and promote their growth and progression (Figure 7).

In sum, our results point to the important role of UCD in a broad spectrum of cancers, the potential use of UCD-related metabolites as cancer biomarkers for early detection, and, lastly, the role of UCD in predicting and potentially increasing patients’ response to ICT.
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## STAR METHODS

### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>Cat# ab97370; RRID:AB_10680261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goat anti-mouse IgG</td>
<td>Jackson ImmunoResearch</td>
<td>Cat# 115-035-174; RRID:AB_2338512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goat anti-rabbit IgG</td>
<td>Jackson ImmunoResearch</td>
<td>Cat# 211-032-171; RRID:AB_2339149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS1</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>Cat# ab124465; RRID:AB_10975633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC</td>
<td>LSBio</td>
<td>LS-C31865; RRID:AB_2283212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNA</td>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Cat# sc-7907; RRID:AB_2160375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Actin antibody</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Cat# A5441; RRID:AB_476744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS1</td>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Cat# sc-99178; RRID:AB_2060474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>ab203859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>Cell Signaling</td>
<td>Cat# 2118; RRID:AB_561053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORNT1</td>
<td>Novusbio</td>
<td>NBP2-20387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospho-p70 S6 Kinase (Ser371)</td>
<td>Cell signaling</td>
<td>Cat# 9208S; RRID:AB_330990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p70 S6 Kinase Antibody</td>
<td>Cell signaling</td>
<td>Cat# 9202; RRID:AB_331676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
<td>Cat# ab40800; RRID:AB_868595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phospho-CAD (Ser1859)</td>
<td>Cell Signaling</td>
<td>11933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3-FITC (clone 17A2)</td>
<td>Biolegend</td>
<td>Cat# 100203; RRID:AB_312660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4-PE (clone GK15)</td>
<td>Biolegend</td>
<td>Cat# 100407; RRID:AB_312692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8a-APC (clone 53-6.7)</td>
<td>Biolegend</td>
<td>Cat# 100711; RRID:AB_312750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-PD1, Clones 29F, 1A12</td>
<td>Bio x Cell</td>
<td>Cat# BE0273; RRID:AB_2687796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-PD1, Clones, RPM114</td>
<td>Bio x Cell</td>
<td>Cat# BE0146; RRID:AB_10949053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bacterial and Virus Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentiviral pLKO.1</td>
<td>Dharmaco</td>
<td>RHS4080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentiviral pLEX_307</td>
<td>addgene</td>
<td>41392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological Samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer Cell Encyclopedia</td>
<td>Barretina et al., 2012</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE37751</td>
<td>Terunuma et al., 2014</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE14520</td>
<td>Roessler et al., 2012</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE63630</td>
<td>Chen et al., 2015</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE46517</td>
<td>Kabbarah et al., 2010</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapamycin</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>R0395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crystal violet</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>HT90132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5FU</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>F6627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagenase D (Roche)</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>11088858001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNase I (Roche).</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>04536282001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD cytofix/cytoperm solution</td>
<td>BD Biosciences</td>
<td>554714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Violet</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>C0775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
### REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIPA</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>R0278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxyamine hydrochloride</td>
<td>ALFA ASEA</td>
<td>1.1.1 593-56-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N,O-bis (trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>15222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-GLUTAMINE, (ALPHA-15N, 98%)</td>
<td>Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc</td>
<td>NLM-1016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protease inhibitor cocktail</td>
<td>Calbiochem</td>
<td>539131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphatase inhibitor cocktail</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>P5726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNeasy Mini Kit</td>
<td>QIAGEN</td>
<td>74104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYBR green PCR master mix</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher scientific</td>
<td>4385612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Critical Commercial Assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lipofectamine 2000</td>
<td>ThermoFisher Scientific</td>
<td>11668027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opti-MEM I Reduced Serum Medium</td>
<td>ThermoFisher Scientific</td>
<td>11058021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCA Protein Assay Kit</td>
<td>ThermoFisher Scientific</td>
<td>23225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Deposited Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole exome-seq data from UCD perturbed cell lines</td>
<td>ENA SRA database</td>
<td>PRJEB27646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Experimental Models: Cell Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC38</td>
<td>Laboratory of Dr. Eran Elinav</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T1</td>
<td>Laboratory of Dr. Yosi Yarden</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT26</td>
<td>Laboratory of Prof. Avigdor Scherz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOV3</td>
<td>ATTC</td>
<td>Cat# HTB-77; RRID:CVCL_0532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF10A</td>
<td>Laboratory of Dr. Yosi Yarden</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Fibroblasts</td>
<td>Coriell Institute for Medical Research</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOX-IMVI</td>
<td>NCI60</td>
<td>RRID:CVCL_1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2OS</td>
<td>ATTC</td>
<td>Cat# HTB-96; RRID:CVCL_0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HepG2</td>
<td>ATTC</td>
<td>Cat# HB-8065; RRID:CVCL_0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC deficient fibroblasts</td>
<td>Coriell Institute for Medical Research</td>
<td>Cat# GM06902;RRID:CVCL_Y703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS1 deficient fibroblasts</td>
<td>Coriell Institute for Medical Research</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>envigo</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALB/c</td>
<td>envigo</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID</td>
<td>envigo</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Oligonucleotides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE NAME</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MouseASS1 F - TGTTGCGCACTGTATCCAGAAGTC</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MouseASS1 F - CCGCTCCTTTTTGTCAGGCTTA</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MouseHPRT F - TCTGGTAGATTGTGCGCTTATCCTTG</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MouseHPRT R - TAGATGCTGGTACTGATAGGAAATCGAG</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanHPRT F AGCCTGAGGGAAATTGTGTTGAT</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanHPRT R TCCAACACTTCGTGTTGCGGAG</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORNT1 (HUMAN) FW- CGTGCGCTTCTACAGGGTGA</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Ayelet Erez (ayelet.erez@weizmann.ac.il).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

In vivo animal studies
Animal experiments were approved by the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee Following US National Institute of Health, European Commission and the Israeli guidelines (IACUC 21131015-4). To generate syngeneic mouse cancer models, 8 weeks old C57BL/6, SCID or BALB/c male and female mice were purchased from Envigo and randomly assigned to experimental groups.

Human studies
All patients’ urine samples were obtained upon informed consent and with evaluation and approval from the corresponding ethics committee (CEIC code OHEUN11-12 and OHEUN14-14) (Royo et al., 2016). Patients included in the study were men diagnosed with prostate adenocarcinoma and the criteria for inclusion was to be scheduled for surgery as anticancer treatment. Samples were collected between 2012 and 2016.

Urea analysis: To estimate age-stratified Urea background levels we pooled data from X = 1,363,691 patients in the de-identified Clalit Health Services electronic health record (code 0194-17-COM2), and y = 100 pediatric de-identified cancer patients on their day of admission to the Pediatric Hemato-Oncology Department at Souraski Medical Center (code 0016-17).

Cell lines
SKOV, U2OS and HepG2 cell lines was purchased from the ATTC. LOX IMVI was purchased from NCI60 (RRID:CVCL1381). MC38 cell line, derived from mouse colon adenocarcinoma was kindly provided by Dr. Eran Elinav Department of Immunology,
The Weizmann Institute of Science. CT26 cell line, derived from mouse colon cancer was kindly provided by Professor Avigdor Scherz, Department of Plant Sciences, Weizmann Institute of Science. OTC and CPS1 deficient fibroblasts were purchased from Coriell Institute for Medical Research. Cells were cultured using standard procedures in a 37°C humidified incubator with 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (gibco) or RPM1 1640 medium (gibco) supplemented with 10%–20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 10% pen-strep and 2 mM glutamine. 4T1 cell line derived from mouse breast cancer cells as well as MCF10A and its medium was kindly provided by Professor Yossi Yarden, Department of Biological Regulation, Weizmann Institute of Science. All cells were tested routinely for Mycoplasma using Mycoplasma EZ-PCR test kit (#20-700-20, Biological Industries, Kibbutz Beit Ha’emek).

**METHOD DETAILS**

**Deregulation of urea cycle components in TCGA samples**

We downloaded TCGA gene expression profiles of 7,823 patients (4,723 GTEx healthy tissue samples) encompassing 25 cancer types for which there is corresponding healthy control samples via UCSC Xena browser (https://xena.ucsc.edu/; see Data and Software Availability). We compared the expression of the 6 genes involved in urea cycle (ASL, ASS1, CPS1, OTC, SLC25A13, and SLC25A15) in these cancer versus healthy tissue samples using one-sided Student’s t test in the direction of UC genes’ dysregulation as described below. Components with significant fold changes in specific tumor types are presented in Figure 1B. A comparable but less prominent trend was observed with two-sided test. Arginase was excluded as its addition did not show any effect on all evaluated parameters (data not shown). Urea cycle deregulation is a result of coordinated alterations in urea cycle enzyme activities, where CPS1 and SLC25A13 tend to be upregulated, while ASL, ASS1, OTC and SLC25A15 tend to be downregulated to increase substrate supply to CAD and enhance pyrimidine synthesis. For each sample, we then determine its **UC genes dysregulation score (UCD-score)**, which is a weighted sum of the expression of 6 UC genes, where 1 or −1 was assigned as weights depending on the direction implied by the UCD signature defined above (thus it can range from a positive to a negative value), i.e.

\[
\text{UCD-score} = \frac{- \text{ASL} - \text{ASS1} + \text{CPS1} - \text{OTC} + \text{SLC25A13} - \text{SLC25A15}}{\text{ASL} + \text{ASS1} + \text{CPS1} + \text{ASL} + \text{CPS1}}
\]

where the names of genes denote their gene expression levels. We divided the tumor samples equally into 5 bins based on the UCD-score and compared the CAD expression across these bins (where the CAD expression is rank-normalized in each cancer type to control for cancer types) using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

**Joint transcriptomic and metabolomics analysis of tumor samples**

We analyzed recently published data of joint transcriptomic and metabolomic measurements across 58 breast cancer (BC) tumors with controls (Terunuma et al., 2014) and 29 such samples in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Roessler et al., 2012) to further study the association between UCD and metabolites levels in clinical samples. For each tumor sample, we computed a score denoting the ratio of pyrimidine to purine metabolite levels in the given sample, and we then divided the samples into two groups based on their UCD scores and performed Wilcoxon rank sum test comparing the two groups, in each of these two cancer types.

**Urea cycle dysregulation in the progression of melanoma**

We analyzed gene expression data of four types of skin samples from human subjects, namely normal skin (n = 8), nevi (n = 9), primary (n = 31) and metastatic tumor samples (n = 73) (Kabbarah et al., 2010). UCD-score was calculated in each sample and compared between the four distinct types of samples in the order of progression using Wilcoxon rank sum test. In comparing the primary and metastatic tumor samples, we controlled for patient age through multi-class rank sum test using R library ‘nestedRanksTest’ (Thompson et al., 2014).

**TCGA whole exome-seq analysis**

We downloaded TCGA mutation profiles for 4,858 tumors encompassing 16 cancer types from cbioportal (Gao et al., 2013) on Feb 1, 2017. For mutation analysis, we used the data from cbioportal as it integrates the mutation analysis from different TCGA centers to avoid center specific bias in mutation calls. (For the analyses described in the STAR Methods Section “Deregulation of urea cycle components in TCGA patient samples.” we used the TCGA data from UCSC Xena browser [https://xena.ucsc.edu/] because it includes TCGA RNAseq data normalized together with GTEx healthy tissue samples, which are absent in cbioportal.) We focused on 4,422 samples that have more than 20 point mutation events (where sufficient R->Y and Y->R nonsynonymous mutation event is expected) since our analysis (as described below) requires sufficient number of mutation events in each sample. This results in 758,282 single point mutation events (including 535,296 non-synonymous mutations) in 16 cancer types (see Data and Software Availability).

To study the **Pyrimidine-rich Transversion Mutational Bias (PTMB)** we consider the fraction of transversions from pUrines (R) to pYrimidines (Y), f(R->Y) which denotes the ratio of R->Y point mutations to all point mutations on the DNA sense strand in a given sample. The fraction of transversions from pyrimidines to purines, f(Y->R), is defined in an analogous manner. PTMB is defined as the difference between the two fractions, i.e.
\[ \text{PTMB} = \frac{N(R \rightarrow Y) - N(Y \rightarrow R)}{\text{mutational load}} = f(R \rightarrow Y) - f(Y \rightarrow R), \] 

where \(N(R \rightarrow Y)\) and \(N(Y \rightarrow R)\) denote the number of \(R \rightarrow Y\) and \(Y \rightarrow R\) single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on DNA sense strand, respectively, and ‘mutational load’ is the total number of SNPs in a given sample. PTMB was calculated using nonsynonymous SNPs unless explicitly denoted otherwise. A sample was marked to be PTMB-biased if its PTMB level is greater than zero, while a sample with significant UC dysregulation were determined if its UCD-score is greater than the median rank-normalized UCD-score of the corresponding healthy tissue (Table S1).

We analyzed the association between UCD and PTMB using two different approaches: (1) we compared PTMB in UC dysregulated samples (UC-Dys; top 45% UCD scores) versus UC intact samples (UC-WT; bottom 45% UCD scores) at the pancancer level using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. We considered PTMB derived from (i) nonsynonymous SNPs, (ii) all SNPs (including both synonymous and nonsynonymous), and (iii) non-exon SNPs (including introns, UTR, intergenic region, splice sites and transcription start sites). For non-exon SNPs, we considered 175 TCGA samples having more than 20 non-exon mutations in each sample. We confirmed that the association between UCD and PTMB is not a mere consequence of UCD samples carrying more purines on the original sense strand (or UC-intact samples carrying more pyrimidines on the original sense strand) (Wilcoxon rank sum \(p > 0.3\)).

We have examined the UCD/PTMB association while controlling for each of the 30 mutational signatures (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures) from somatic mutations in cancer (COSMIC), one at a time, using an extension of Wilcoxon rank sum test for multi-class data using R library ‘nestedRanksTest’ (Thompson et al., 2014). For each signature, we divided the samples into two classes depending on the exposure of the mutational signature in the given sample (using median contribution level as threshold). We then performed a multi-class Wilcoxon rank sum test to test for the association of UCD-score with PTMB, taking into account different cancer types (FDR-corrected \(p < 0.05\) for all mutational signatures).

To make sure UCD itself is not associated with the known mutational signatures, we evaluated the association between UCD-score and the exposure to 30 mutational signatures in each cancer type. When only the mutational signatures enriched with transversion mutations were considered in each cancer type (COSMIC mutational signatures 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 28, 29; https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures), we found that UCD significantly correlates with mutational signature 5 and 6 in pancreatic cancer (Spearman \(R = 0.88\) for both, FDR < 0.007 and 0.01, respectively), constituting a very small fraction of the space of possible associations.

(2) We analyzed the correlation across cancer types between median UCD-scores and median PTMB levels of each cancer type. To evaluate the potential confounding effect of smoking (whose mutational signature is enriched with transversion mutation), we obtained the smoking annotation of TCGA samples from Alexandrov et al. (2016), and repeated the same analysis while removing (i) two lung cancer types (LUAD and LUSC), (ii) smokers in the two lung cancer types and (iii) all smoker samples. We checked whether there is a significant increase in the correlation between the UCD and PTMB scores after removal (e.g., Figure S5C) compared to that before removal (Figure 5B). When we remove all smokers in the analysis, we are left with sufficient number (\(n > 10\)) of samples for 9 out of 16 cancer types (Figure S5E) (nevertheless, we still observe a strong correlation (though with marginal significance) between UCD-scores and PTMB across cancer types).

**TCGA patient survival analysis**

To identify the association of UCD-score with patient survival, we employed KM analysis and Cox proportional hazard model. We compared the survival of patients with high–UCD score (top 15, 30, 45-percentile) and low–UCD score (bottom 15, 30, 45-percentile) using logrank test (Mantel, 1966), and the effect size were quantified by the difference in the area under the curves (AUC). We performed the following stratified Cox regression analysis, while controlling for age at the time of diagnosis, sex, and ethnicity of cancer patients and the tissue of origin and cancer cell fraction of tumor samples.

\[ h_s(t, \text{patient}) \sim h_0(t) \exp(\beta_{\text{UCD}} \, \text{UCD} + \beta_{\text{age}} \, \text{age} + \beta_p \, \text{purity}), \]

where \(s\) is an indicator variable over all possible combinations of patients’ stratifications based on race, sex and cancer types. \(h_s(t)\) is the hazard function (defined as the risk of death of patients per time unit), and \(h_0(t)\) is the baseline-hazard function at time \(t\) of the \(s\)th stratification. The model contains three covariates: (i) UCD: UCD-score calculated from the urea cycle deregulation signatures (where the gene expression data was Z-score transformed in reference to normal or all other tumor samples (Gao et al., 2013) and quantile normalized), (ii) age: age of the patient at the time of diagnosis, and (iii) purity: the estimated cancer cell fraction of tumor biopsy samples (Yoshihara et al., 2013). The \(\beta\)s are the regression coefficients of the covariates, which quantify the effect of covariates on patient survival, determined by standard likelihood maximization of the model (Therneau and Grambsch, 2000). For this analysis, we used TCGA cBioportal data described in STAR Methods Section “TCGA whole exome-seq analysis.”

We performed an analogous analysis to identify the association between patient survival and PTMB (derived from all SNPs) while considering additional confounders such as microsatellite instability (MSI) (Cortes-Ciriano et al., 2017), known COSMIC mutational signatures (those associated with transversion mutations - mutational signatures 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 28, 29) (Alexandrov et al., 2013), and smoking annotations (Alexandrov et al., 2016).
MSI profile (total MSI events) is obtained from Cortes-Ciriano et al. (2017), the exposure of 30 COSMIC mutational signatures from (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures) and the smoking information (based on the packs smoked per year) from Alexandrov et al. (2016). We considered 1,033 out of the original 4,422 samples where we have all necessary information available. The log-likelihood ratios of the Cox models with and without PTMB while controlling for all the covariates listed above shows significant improvement of goodness of fit (log-likelihood ratio test $p < 0.05$). For the data used for this analysis, see Data and Software Availability.

**Selective advantage of purine-to-pyrimidine mutation in UC dysregulated tumor**

We assessed the strength of selection ($dN/dS$), the ratio between the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions ($dN$) and the rate of synonymous substitutions ($dS$) for different types of mutations. Generally, $dN$ and $dS$ are computed in two steps: (i) assessing the number of nonsynonymous substitutions ($N$) per nonsynonymous site ($pN = N/n$; $n$ the number of $N$ sites in the compared region) and the number of synonymous substitutions ($S$) per synonymous site ($pS = S/s$; $s$ the number of $S$ sites in the compared region), and (ii) applying methods that transform $pN$ to $dN$ and $pS$ to $dS$, accounting for the possibility that a given site is mutated more than once (e.g., Nei and Gojobori [1986]). However, because during tumor evolution the probability that a single site is mutated more than once is low (Beerenwinkel et al., 2015; Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin, 2008), we approximate the rates $dN$, $dS$ by $pN$ and $pS$, respectively.

Specifically, to assess the selection advantage (SA) of $R \rightarrow Y$ mutation relative to all other types of mutations (i.e., $R \rightarrow R$, $Y \rightarrow R$ and $Y \rightarrow Y$), we used the following formula:

$$SA = \frac{\left(\frac{dN}{dS}\right)_{R \rightarrow Y}}{\left(\frac{dN}{dS}\right)_{\text{others}}} = \frac{\left(\frac{pN}{pS}\right)_{R \rightarrow Y}}{\left(\frac{pN}{pS}\right)_{\text{others}}} = \frac{N_{R \rightarrow Y}}{N_{\text{others}}} \cdot \frac{S_{\text{others}}}{S_{R \rightarrow Y}} \quad (4)$$

where $(dN/dS)_{R \rightarrow Y}$ and $(dN/dS)_{\text{others}}$ denote the selection of $R \rightarrow Y$ mutations and of all other types of mutations, respectively. We then compared the selection advantage of $R \rightarrow Y$ mutation specific to UCD by calculating the ratio between selection advantages of UC dysregulated versus UC intact samples. We considered TCGA samples that have at least 20 mutations (to focus on the samples with sufficient nonsynonymous ($N > 15$) and synonymous ($N > 5$) SNPs), leading to 1,313 samples in 16 cancer types.

**Detecting somatic mutations from whole exome-seq and RNAseq data**

To capture variants in the coding region, we downloaded exome-seq data of 18 individual breast cancer and matched normal samples from TCGA portal. For each read-alignment (BAM) file of normal and cancer we called variants using the GATK (V. 3.6) ‘HaplotypeCaller’ (Li et al., 2009; McKenna et al., 2010) utility with same hg38 assembly that the TCGA used for exome-seq mapping and applying ‘-ERC GVCF’ mode to produce a comprehensive record of genotype likelihoods for every position in the genome regardless of whether a variant was detected at that site or not. The goal of using the GVCF mode was to capture confidence score for every site represented in a paired normal and cancer cohort for calling somatic mutation in cancer. Next we combined the paired GVCFs from each paired cohorts using GATK’s GenotypeGVCFs utility yielding genotype likelihood scores for every variant in cancer and the paired normal sample. Next, we used GATK’s VariantRecalibrator utility using dbSNP vCF (v146: ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/organisms/human_9606.b146_GRCh38p2/VCF) file by selecting annotation criteria of QD;MQ;MQRankSum;ReadPosRankSum;FS;SOR, followed by GATK’s ‘ApplyRecalibration’ utility with ‘SNP’ mode. Next, using GATK’s ‘VariantFiltration’ utility we selected the variants with VQSLOD $> = 4.0$. Finally, somatic mutations were defined as the loci whose genotype (1/1, 0/1, or 0/0 with ‘PL’ (Phred-scaled likelihood of the genotype) score $= 0$, i.e., highest confidence) in cancer is distinct from that in paired normal. The final somatic mutations were mapped on an exonic site of a transcript by ‘bcftools’ tool (V. 1.3) (Li et al., 2009) using BED file of coding region in hg38 assembly.

To call variants in RNA, we downloaded BAM files of RNA-Seq data for the same normal and cancer cohorts as above. First we used GATK’s ‘SplitNCigarReads’ utility to split the reads into exon segments and hard-clipped to any sequence overhanging into the intronic regions. Next, we used GATK’s ‘HaplotypeCaller’ utility using the same hg38 assembly that the TCGA used for RNA-Seq mapping. To reduce false positive and false negative calls we used ‘dontUseSoftClippedBases’ argument with the ‘HaplotypeCaller’ utility based on Fisher Strand values (FS $> 30$) and Qual By Depth values (QD $< 2.0$). Finally, we used each of the output VCF files for annotation of coding regions on the transcripts to which the variants were mapped by using ‘bcftools’ with BED file of coding region in hg38 assembly (see Data and Software Availability). Based on this data, we compared PTMB in UC dysregulated (UCD-score $> top 45\%$) versus UC intact (UCD-score $< bottom 45\%$) samples using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. The same procedure was applied to identify the frequency of transversion mutations in cell lines with UC dysregulation followed by a Fisher’s exact test of $R \rightarrow Y$ versus $Y \rightarrow R$ mutation with background as their expected frequencies from CCLE (Barretina et al., 2012) mutation data (file ‘CCLE_hybrid_capture1650_hg19_NoCommonSNPs_NoNeutralVariants_CDS_2012.05.07.maf’, n = 905). The same pipeline was used to analyze the exome-seq and RNAseq data from cell line experiments with human reference genome hg19.
Detecting somatic mutations from proteomics data
To map the DNA variants to protein sequence, we downloaded peptide spectrum (PSM) data for 40 breast cancer samples, out of which only 4 samples overlapped with the samples analyzed for DNA mutations calls above. For each transcript in the somatic variant VCF file, we constructed complete coding sequence of RNA using GATK’s ‘FastaAlternateReferenceMaker’ utility. On this variant incorporated coding sequence, we captured codon that is affected by this variant site and in silico translated it into an amino acid; meanwhile, if the translated amino acid differs from reference amino acid we call it as ‘non-synonymous’ change and otherwise ‘synonymous’ (see Data and Software Availability). Based on this data, we compared the overall R→Y mutation-mapped amino acid changes in UC dysregulated (UCD-score > top 45%) versus UC intact (UCD-score < bottom 45%) samples using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Dynamic progression of PTMB after inducing UC-dysregulation
First, UCD-score and PTMB levels were calculated from the gene expression and mutation profiles from the mouse xenograft study where the evolutionary history of a mouse xenograft model of HRAS-mutated MCF10A was followed at eight different time points (Chen et al., 2015). Since UCD levels increase initially (time point 1 is significantly lower than the UCD values in other points) and then stays at about similar levels throughout, we checked whether UCD-score at time point 1 lies far off from the distribution of UCD-score at all other time points (p < 0.016) and performed a correlation analysis between time course and PTMB levels.

Second, we knocked-down ASS1 in U2OS osteosarcoma cells using shASS1 and overexpressed citrin using overexpressing vector in LOX melanoma cell-lines. We sequenced the genome at two time points (1 week and 2 weeks following UCD induction), and compared their PTMB levels. Dragen was used to carry out variant calling for these samples. All most all the called variants (> 99%) are biallelic. Dragen filters the variants based on some hard filter criteria. For SNPs, the filter criterion was QD < 2.0 || MQ < 30.0 || FS > 60.0 || MQRankSum < −12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < −8.0. For indel, the filter criterion was QD < 2.0 || ReadPosRankSum < −20.0 || FS > 200.0. After filtering based on the above criteria, the VQSR was performed over the variants. We compared their PTMB levels, where empirical p values were calculated by bootstrapping of 1,000 times.

Potential mechanism of PTMB
To understand the potential mechanism by which pyrimidine-rich nucleotide imbalance induces PTMB, we investigated whether there is a correlation between PTMB and gene expression when UC enzymes are dysregulated via causal cell line experiments and via mining TCGA patient data. To this end we have induced UCD in 4 different cancer cell lines by perturbing UC enzymes (in the same manner as described Figure 4B). After the induction of UCD, we checked that the perturbed cell lines show significant correlation between PTMB and gene expression (Figure 5C), while we confirmed that the UC- unperturbed cell lines do not. Furthermore, we have checked whether PTMB correlates with corresponding expression levels across TCGA UC-dysregulated samples both at DNA and RNA level, in which we binned the genes based on their expression levels and PTMB and median expression of each bin was considered for correlation analysis (Figures S5F and S5G).

Our analysis can be summarized that the pyrimidine-rich nucleotide imbalance (i) preferentially induces mutation on the DNA sense strand, (ii) biases mutation patterns from purine to pyrimidine resulting in the PTMB signature, and (iii) this type of mutational bias correlates with transcription levels. This cannot be explained via transcription-coupled repair, where the expression level is expected to anti-correlate with mutation rate. The closest explanation found in the literature is transcription-coupled damage, where the sense strand, which is left unprotected during transcription, accumulates mutations (Haradhvala et al., 2016). While the precise mechanism underlying PTMB requires further elucidation, a hypothetical model could be constructed based on current knowledge.

Genes undergoing high expression have been shown to be prone to mutagenic events (Jinks-Robertson and Bhagwat, 2014). This characteristic (so-called transcription-associated mutagenesis) likely stems from the fact that actively transcribed regions are more susceptible to hydrolytic decay or reactions with endogenous chemical species, such as oxygen radicals, due to the single-stranded nature of the transcription bubble. The sense strand of DNA is particularly at risk for damage accumulation, as it is unprotected by the nascent RNA transcript that hybridizes to the anti-sense (template) strand, the transcriptional apparatus or transcription-coupled repair that preferentially removes blocking lesions from the transcribed strand. While this feature is consistent with the mutagenic bias we observe (a) in regions of high gene expression and (b) on the sense strand, it does not by itself explain PTMB in the context of an imbalanced nucleotide pool.

To explain how PTMB arises on this background, we further hypothesize that the increased level of DNA damage observed in highly transcribed regions is further processed for repair in an error-prone manner affected by the nucleotide imbalance. That is, presuming that most of the DNA damage generated would be in endogenous processes, such as spontaneous hydrolysis or oxidative reactions, the resulting modifications (i.e., uracil, abasic sites, 8-oxoguanine, cyclopurines, etc.) would call into action either base excision or nucleotide excision repair mechanisms (Berquist and Wilson, 2012). Both repair systems rely on a re-synthesis step after damage removal, which due to the imbalance in the nucleotide pool, would be more prone to nucleotide mis-incorporation. The consequent mispairs might evade additional repair responses, namely mismatch repair, due to the robust replicative nature of cancer cells, although mismatch repair also relies on a re-synthesis step that would presumably be prone to incorporation errors as well.

Thus, in short, increased transcription would lead to increased DNA damage, which would be processed incorrectly due to error-prone DNA repair events stemming from nucleotide pool imbalance, eventually leading to mutagenesis within actively transcribed genes on the sense strand following chromosome duplication.
Genome-scale metabolic network modeling

We used genome-scale metabolic modeling to study the stoichiometric balance of nitrogen metabolism between urea production and pyrimidine synthesis. For a metabolic network with m metabolites and n reactions, the stoichiometric constraints can be represented by a stoichiometric matrix S,

\[ \sum_j S_{ij}v_j = 0, \]  

where the entry \( S_{ij} \) represents the stoichiometric coefficients of metabolite \( i \) in reaction \( j \), and \( v_j \) stands for the metabolic flux vector for all reactions in the model. The model assumes steady metabolic state as represented in Equation 5, constraining the production rate of each metabolite to be equal to its consumption rate. In addition to the mass balance, a constraint-based model limits the space of possible fluxes in the metabolic network’s reactions through a set of (in)equalities imposed by thermodynamic constraints, substrate availability, and the maximum reaction rates supported by the catalyzing enzymes and transporting proteins,

\[ a_j \leq v_j \leq \beta_j, \]  

where \( a_j \) and \( \beta_j \) defines the lower and upper bounds of the metabolic fluxes for different types of metabolic fluxes. (i) The exchange fluxes model the metabolite exchange of a cell with the surrounding environment via transport reactions, enabling a pre-defined set of metabolites to be either taken up or secreted from the growth media. (ii) Enzymatic directionality and flux capacity constraints define lower and upper bounds on the fluxes as represented in Equation 6. We used the a human metabolic network model (Duarte et al., 2007) with biomass function introduced in Folger et al. (2011) under the Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium.

To study the metabolic alterations occurring in UC dysregulated cancer cells (having increased growth and biomass production rates, and increased CAD activity versus healthy cells), we performed a flux-balance-based analysis (Orth et al., 2010). We computed the nitrogen utilization by subtracting the total amount of nitrogen excreted from the amount of nitrogen up taken, while taking into account the nitrogen’s stoichiometry in all nitrogen-containing metabolites. We gradually increased the demand constraints for biomass production rates and the flux via the three enzymatic reactions of CAD – Carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase 2 (CPS2), Aspartate transcarbamylase (ATC), and Dihydroorotase - up to their maximal feasible values in the model.

Association of UCD/PTMB and the success of immune checkpoint therapy

Three different melanoma ICT datasets (Van Allen et al., 2015; Hugo et al., 2016; Roh et al., 2017) of anti-CTLA4 and anti-PD1 therapy were analyzed. The third dataset (Roh et al., 2017) includes both anti-CTLA4 and anti-PD1, and we focused on the anti-PD1 arm because it includes a sufficient number of samples. We followed the definition of responders determined by RECIST criteria (treating complete response (CR) and partial response (PR) as responders and the progressive disease (PD) as non-responders).

UCD-score of responders and non-responders were compared in two datasets (Van Allen et al., 2015; Hugo et al., 2016) where the expression levels of UC genes are available using Wilcoxon rank sum test. For the first dataset (Van Allen et al., 2015), we performed the analysis using both RPKM- and TPM-normalized RNAseq data; the third dataset (Roh et al., 2017) has nanostring data, where not all of the expression of 6 UC genes are available. The gene expression was rank-normalized per individual sample to calculate UCD-score. The association of CAD expression and ICT response was evaluated in an analogous manner with Wilcoxon rank sum test. While the association between mutational burden and ICT response was observed in some datasets (Rizvi et al., 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2014), there are quite a few datasets (Hugo et al., 2016; Roh et al., 2017; Riaz et al., 2017) in which the authors report that no such association was observed. To characterize the predictive power of mutational load and compare it with that of UCD and PTMB, we evaluated their prediction accuracy in terms of area-under-the-curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves in the three datasets (Table S5).

Hydrophobic amino acid changes expected by purine to pyrimidine mutations

Using the codon table, we considered the 4 mutation types with respect to R/Y (i.e., R- > Y, R- > R, Y- > Y, Y- > R) and the 4 types of amino acid (AA) changes with respect to hydrophobicity (N- > H, H- > H, N- > N, H- > N), where H denotes hydrophobic AA and N denotes non-hydrophobic AA. We counted each of the cases (4 by 4 contingency table) at the first, second, and third loci of each codon. The resulting (4 by 12) table is presented as Table S8. We calculated the enrichment of R- > Y mutation in N- > H AA changes using a Fisher’s exact test.

Production and purification of membrane HLA molecules

Cell line pellets were collected from 2x10⁸ cells. The solution was mixed by gentle rotation in the cold for one hour with lysis buffer containing 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, 0.2mM iodoacetamide, 1mM EDTA, 1:300 Protease Inhibitors Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, P8340), 1mM PMSF and 1% octyl-b-D glucopyranoside in PBS. Samples were then incubated at 4°C for 1 hour. The lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 48,000 g for 60 minutes at 4°C, and then were passed through a pre-clearing column containing Protein-A Sepharose beads.

HLA-I molecules were immunoaffinity purified from cleared lysate with the pan-HLA-I antibody (W6/32 antibody purified from HB95 hybridoma cells) covalently bound to Protein-A Sepharose beads. Affinity column was washed first with 10 column volumes of...
400mM NaCl, 20mM Tris–HCl and then with 10 volumes of 20mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0. The HLA peptides and HLA molecules were then eluted with 1% trifluoroacetic acid followed by separation of the peptides from the proteins by binding the eluted fraction to disposable reversed-phase C18 columns (Harvard Apparatus). Elution of the peptides was done with 30% acetonitrile in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (Milner et al., 2013). The eluted peptides were then cleaned using C18 stage tips as described previously (Rappsilber et al., 2003).

**Identification of eluted HLA peptides**

The HLA peptides were dried by vacuum centrifugation, solubilized with 0.1% formic acid, and resolved on capillary reverse phase chromatography on 0.075x300 mm laser-pulled capillaries, self-packed with C18 reversed-phase 3.5 μm beads (Reprosil-C18-Aqua, Dr. Maisch GmbH, Ammerbuch-Entringen, Germany) (Ishihama et al., 2002). Chromatography was performed with the UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano-capillary UHPLC system (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which was coupled by electrospray to tandem mass spectrometry on Q-Exactive-Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The HLA peptides were eluted with a linear gradient over 2 hours from 5 to 28% acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 0.15μl/minute. Data was acquired using a data-dependent “top 10” method, fragmenting the peptides by higher-energy collisional dissociation. Full scan MS spectra were acquired at a resolution of 70,000 at 200 m/z with a target value of 3x10^6 ions. Ions accumulated to an AGC target value of 105 with a maximum injection time of generally 100 ms. The peptide match option was set to Preferred. Normalized collision energy was set to 25% and MS/MS resolution was 17,500 at 200 m/z. Fragmented m/z values were dynamically excluded from further selection for 20 s. The MS data were analyzed using MaxQuant (Cox and Mann, 2008) version 1.5.3.8, with 5% false discovery rate (FDR). Peptides were searched against the UniProt human database (July 2015) and customized reference databases that contained the mutated sequences identified in the sample by WES. N-terminal acetylation (42.010565 Da) and methionine oxidation (15.994915 Da) were set as variable modifications. Enzyme specificity was set as unspecific and peptides FDR was set to 0.05. The match between runs option was enabled to allow matching of identifications across the samples belonging the same patient.

HLA typing was determined from the WES data by POLYSOLVER version 1.0 (Shukla et al., 2015), and the HLA allele to which the identified peptides match was determined using the NetMHCPan v4.0 (Hoof et al., 2009; Nielsen and Andreatta, 2016) (see Data and Software Availability). The abundance of the peptides was quantified by the MS/MS intensity values, after normalization with the summed intensity of both UC-perturbed and control cell lines. We compared the abundance and hydrophobicity (Janin, 1979) of the peptides in UCD cell lines compared to controls using Wilcoxon rank sum test.

**Identifying candidate neopeptides from HLA-peptidomics data**

To identify the neopeptides, we mapped nonsynonymous mutations in UCD perturbed cells to the mass-spec data of the unperurbed and perturbed cells. The raw mass spec data was transformed to mzML format using MSConvertGUI tool, integrated in ProteoWizard 3.0 (Chambers et al., 2012). The mzML files from cell lines, each from with/without perturbation conditions, were used as an input to RAId_DbS tool (Alves et al., 2007), with all default parameters and recommended settings for our application. We allowed at most 2 missed cleavage sites. For terminal group molecular weight (Da), we chose the default 1.0078 and 17.0027 respectively for N-terminal and C-terminal attached chemical group, which accounts for the hydrogen signal and –COOH group, respectively. We used the default mass tolerance (Da) of 1.0 in precursor ion and 0.2 in product ion parameters. Finally, we used the “RAId_score” to identify peptides using P value threshold of 0.05 (and E-value ≤ 1). We used the reference protein sequence database from NCBI (Refseq release 82) to map the peptides to protein IDs. In identifying single amino acid polymorphisms (SAPs) we allowed for all amino acids. The RAId_DbS outputs, each from the paired cell lines, were used to map the amino-acid change to non-synonymous mutations on genes, separately for R- > Y and Y- > R cases, reported in VCF files, using in-house python script. There are three types of peptide changes we considered in identifying neopeptides: (i) the amino acid (AA) change that is matched to mutation in dbSNP but not to R- > Y mutation in the VCF mutation data of these cell lines, (ii) the AAAs that are mapped to the R- > Y mutation in VCF files but neither correspond to AA changes and nor are reported in dbSNP, (iii) the AA change that coincide with R- > Y (or Y- > R) mutation in the VCF file and is reported in dbSNP (Table S6). Out of the 16 neopeptides in UC perturbed cell lines 9 of them match with the cell lines VCF file, while the remainder matches to dbSNP (Table S7). MHC-I binding affinity was calculated based on six different methods, and percentile rank was used to determine MHC-I binding (2.0 as threshold) (Jurtz et al., 2017; Andreatta and Nielsen, 2016; Karosiene et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2016; O’Donnell et al., 2017). We additionally used IEDB (Vita et al., 2015) to find any additional MHC-I epitopes matching to the identified candidate neopeptides satisfying both overall > 90% BLAST and 2nd/9th positions match. We compared the hydrophobicity (Janin, 1979) of the 15 R- > Y neopeptides before and after mutation using paired Student’s t-test, and the results of the neopeptides are presented in Figure 6C irrespective of the predicted MHC-I binding affinity to provide the full information.

**Cell cultures**

Patients fibroblast studies were performed on anonymized cells devoid of all identifiers. HepG2, SKOV3 and U2OS cell lines was purchased from ATTC. LOX-IMVI was purchased from NCI60 (RRID:CVCL1381). OTC and CPS1 deficient cell lines were purchased from Corell Institute for Medical Research. Cells were cultured using standard procedures in a 37°C humidified incubator with 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (gibco) or RPMI 1640 medium (gibco) supplemented with 10%–20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 10% pen-strep and 2 mM glutamine. MC38 cell line, derived from mouse colon adenocarcinoma (kindly provided by Dr. Eran Elinav Department of Immunology, The Weizmann Institute of Science). MCF10A and
its medium was kindly provided by Professor Yossi Yarden, Department of Biological Regulation, The Weizmann Institute of Science. All cells were tested routinely for Mycoplasma using Mycoplasma EZ-PCR test kit (#20-700-20, Biological Industries, Kibbutz Beit Ha’emek).

**Crystal violet staining**

Cells were seeded in 6 or 12-well plates at 50,000-200,000 cells/well in a triplicate. Time 0 was calculated as the time the cells became adherent, which was after about 10 hours from plating. For each time point, cells were washed with PBS X1 and fixed in 4% PFA (in PBS). Cells were then stained with 0.2% (for MCF10A cells)-0.5% (other cell lines) Crystal Violet (Catalog #: C0775, Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes (1ml per well) and washed with water. Cells were then incubated with 10% acetic acid for 20 minutes with shaking. Extract was then diluted 1:1-1:4 in water and absorbance was measured at 595 nm 24-72 hours following time 0.

**5FU and Rapamycin treatment**

Survival analysis: LOX-IMVI, SKOV3, and Hepg2 (clones F10 and G03/4) perturbed cancer cells were seeded in 6-well plates at 50,000-200,000 cells/well per well. The following day, cells were treated with 10 μM 5FU (F6627, Sigma-Aldrich) 5FU was renewed into the medium every day for 3 days. Survival rate of cells was quantified using Crystal violet as described above.

Nucleotide synthesis: LOX-IMVI, SKOV3, and Hepg2 (clone G03/4) perturbed cancer cells were seeded in 10cm plates The following day, cells were treated with 100 μM (SKOV3) – 200 μM (LOX-IMVI and Hepg2) of Rapamycin (R0395, Sigma-Aldrich) or 10-20 μM 5FU (F6627, Sigma-Aldrich) 5FU and Rapamycin were renewed into the medium every day for 3 days

Cells treated with Rapamycin or control (DMSO Vehicle) were extracted and processed for western blot analysis as describes below. Cells incubated with 5FU were extracted with Methanol and nucleotide synthesis levels were analyzed as described below.

**Western blotting**

Cells were lysed in RIPA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1% protease inhibitor cocktail (Calbiochem), 1% phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (P5726, Sigma-Aldrich). Following centrifugation, the supernatant was collected and protein content was evaluated by the Bradford assay or BCA Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, cat # 23225) 100 μg from each sample under reducing conditions were loaded into each lane and separated by electrophoresis on a 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Following electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to Cellulose Nitrate membranes (Tamar, Jerusalem, Israel). Nonspecific binding was blocked by incubation with TBST (10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCL, 0.1% Tween 20) containing 5% skim milk or BSA 3% (Sigma, A7906) for 1h at room temperature. Membranes were subsequently incubated with antibodies against: p97 (1:10,000, PA5-22257, Thermo Scientific), GAPDH (1:1000, 14C10, #2118, Cell Signaling), CAD (1:1000, ab40800, Abcam and 1:500, Cell Signaling 11933), phospho-CAD (Ser1859) (1:1000, #12682, Cell Signaling), ASL (1:1000, ab97370, Abcam), Actin (1:1000, AS441, Sigma-Aldrich), OTC (1:1000, ab203859, Abcam), ASS1 (1:500, so-99178 Santa Cruz), ORNT1 (1:500, NBP2-20387, Novusbio), Phospho-p70 S6 Kinase (Ser371) (1:1000, 9208 Cell signaling), OTC 1:100 (OTC Bio, WA, USA); PCNA (1:100. Santa Cruz, Ca, USA). All antibodies were diluted in PBS containing 2% normal horse serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 for 1 hour at RT, biotin block via Avidin/Biotin Blocking Kit (SP-2001, Vector Laboratories, Ca, USA), sections were incubated with the primary antibodies as follow; ASL (1:50 dilution, Abcam, ab97370, CA, USA); ORNT1 (1:200 dilution, NBP2-20387, Novus Biologicals, CO, USA); ASS1 (1:50 dilution, Abcam, ab124465, CA, USA); OTC 1:100 LSBio, LS-C31865, WA, USA); PCNA (1:100. Santa Cruz, Ca, USA). All antibodies were diluted in PBS containing 2% normal horse serum and 0.2% Triton. Sections were incubated overnight at RT followed by 48h at 4°C. Sections were washed three times in PBS and incubated with secondary biotinylated IgG at RT for 1.5 hour, washed three times in PBS and incubated with avidin-biotin Complex (Elite-ABC kit, Vector Lab) at RT for additional 90 min followed by DAB (Sigma) reaction. Stained sections were examined and photographed by a bright field microscope (E600, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Plan Fluor objectives (10x) connected to a CCD camera (DS-Fi2, Nikon). Digital images were collected and analyzed using Image Pro+ software. Images were assembled using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

**Immunohistochemistry**

Four micrometer paraffin embedded tissue sections were de-paraffinized and rehydrated. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with three percent H2O2 in methanol. Sections undergoing for ASL, ORNT1 (SLC25A15), ASS1, OTC and PCNA staining we performed antigen retrieval in citric acid (pH 6), for 10 minutes or Tris EDTA (pH 9), using a low boiling program in the microwave to break protein cross-links and unmask antigens. After pre-incubation with 20% normal horse serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 for 1 hour at RT, biotin block via Avidin/Biotin Blocking Kit (SP-2001, Vector Laboratories, Ca, USA), sections were incubated with the primary antibodies as follow; ASL (1:50 dilution, Abcam, ab97370, CA, USA); ORNT1 (1:200 dilution, NBP2-20387, Novus Biologicals, CO, USA); ASS1 (1:50 dilution, Abcam, ab124465, CA, USA); OTC 1:100 LSBio, LS-C31865, WA, USA); PCNA (1:100. Santa Cruz, Ca, USA). All antibodies were diluted in PBS containing 2% normal horse serum and 0.2% Triton. Sections were incubated overnight at RT followed by 48h at 4°C. Sections were washed three times in PBS and incubated with secondary biotinylated IgG at RT for 1.5 hour, washed three times in PBS and incubated with avidin-biotin Complex (Elite-ABC kit, Vector Lab) at RT for additional 90 min followed by DAB (Sigma) reaction. Stained sections were examined and photographed by a bright field microscope (E600, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Plan Fluor objectives (10x) connected to a CCD camera (DS-Fi2, Nikon). Digital images were collected and analyzed using Image Pro+ software. Images were assembled using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

**Virus infection**

Primary fibroblasts were infected with HCMV and harvested at different times after infection for ribosome footprints (deep sequencing of ribosome-protected mRNA fragments) as previously described (Tirosh et al., 2015). Briefly we infected human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) with the Merlin HCMV strain and harvested cells at 5, 12, 24 and 72 hours post infection. Cells were pre-treated with Cytoheximide and ribosome protected fragments were then generated and sequenced. Bowtie v0.12.7
(allowing up to 2 mismatches) was used to perform the alignments. Reads with unique alignments were used to compute footprints densities in units of reads per kilobase per million (RPKM).

Cancer cells or MCF10A cells (kindly provided by Yossi Yarden lab, Department of Biological Regulation, The Weizmann Institute of Science) were infected with either pLKO-based lentiviral vector with or without the human OTC and SLC25A15, ASS1, GFP short hairpin RNA (shRNA) (Dharmacon). Infected cells were selected with 2-4 μg ml−1 puromycin.

**RNA processing and quantitative PCR**

RNA was extracted from cells by using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGENe # 74104. cDNA was synthesized from 1 μg RNA processing and quantitative PCR hairpin RNA (shRNA) (Dharmacon). Infected cells were selected with 2-4 μg ml−1 puromycin.

Detection on cDNAs was performed using either SYBR green PCR master mix (Thermo Fisher scientific #4385612) or TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix (Thermofisher scientific #4444557), with the required primers. Primer sequences are summarized in the Star Methods and Key Resources Table.

**Transient transfection**

LOX-IMVI melanoma cells were seeded in 6-well plates at 70,000 cells/well, or in 12-well plates at 100,000 cells/plate. At the following day, cells were transfected with either 700 pmol or 350 pmol siRNA siGenome SMARTpool targeted to human SLC25A13 mRNA (M-007472-01, Dharmacon), respectively.

Hepatocellular and ovarian carcinoma cells were seeded in 6-well plate at 106 or 70,000 cells/well respectively, transfected with 2-3μg of the OTC (EXa3688-LV207 GENEPOEIA) or ORNT1 (EXu0560-LV207 GENEPOEIA) plasmids. Transfection was done with Lipofectamine® 2000 Reagent (#11668027, ThermoFisher Scientific), in the presence of Opti-MEM® 1 Reduced Serum Medium (#11058021, ThermoFisher Scientific). 4 hours after transfection, medium was replaced and the experiments were performed 48-108 hours post transfection.

**Overexpression**

LOX-IMVI melanoma cells were transduced with pLEX307-based lentiviral vector with or without the human SLC25A13 transcript, encoding for citrin. Transduced cells were selected with 2μg/ml Puromycin.

**Metabolomics analysis**

*Urea and uracil*

Each cell line was seeded at 3–5 × 10^6 cells per 10 cm plate and when confluent, washed with ice-cold saline, lysed with a mixture of 50% methanol in water added with 2 μg/mL ribitol as an internal standard and quickly scraped followed by three freeze-thaw cycles in liquid nitrogen. The insoluble material was pelleted in a cooled centrifuge (4 °C) and the supernatant was collected for consequent GC-MS analysis. Samples were dried under air flow at 42 °C using a Techne Dry-Block Heater with sample concentrator (Bibby Scientific) and the dried samples were treated with 40 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/25/73) followed by 1 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/50/50) and then collected, concentrated in speed vac to eliminate methanol, and then lyophilized to dryness, re-suspended in 200 μL of water and purified on polymeric weak anion columns (Strata-XL-AW 100 μm (30 mg ml−1, Phenomenex)) as follows. Each column was conditioned by passing 1 μL of methanol, then 1 μL of formic acid/methanol/water (2/25/73) and equilibrated with 1 μL of water. The samples were loaded, and each column was washed with 1 μL of water and 1 mL of 50% methanol. The purified samples were eluted with 1 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/25/73) followed by 1 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/50/50) and then collected,

**Nucleotides analysis**

*Materials*

Ammonium acetate (Fisher Scientific) and ammonium bicarbonate (Fluka) of LC-MS grade were used. Sodium salts of AMP, CMP, GMP, TMP and UMP were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetonitrile of LC grade was supplied from Merck. Water with resistivity 18.2 MΩ was obtained using Direct 3-Q UV system (Millipore).

**Extract preparation**

The obtained samples were concentrated in speed vac to eliminate methanol, and then lyophilized to dryness, re-suspended in 200 μL of water and purified on polymeric weak anion columns (Strata-XL-AW 100 μm (30 mg ml−1, Phenomenex)) as follows. Each column was conditioned by passing 1 μL of methanol, then 1 μL of formic acid/methanol/water (2/25/73) and equilibrated with 1 μL of water. The samples were loaded, and each column was washed with 1 μL of water and 1 mL of 50% methanol. The purified samples were eluted with 1 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/25/73) followed by 1 μL of ammonia/methanol/water (2/50/50) and then collected,
concentrated in speedvac to remove methanol and lyophilized. Before LC-MC analysis, the obtained residues were re-dissolved in 100 μL of water and centrifuged for 5 min at 21,000 g to remove insoluble material.

**LC-MS analysis**

The LC-MS/MS instrument consisted of an Acquity I-class UPLC system (Waters) and Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters) equipped with an electrospray ion source and operated in positive ion mode was used for analysis of nucleoside monophosphates. MassLynx and TargetLynx software (version 4.1, Waters) were applied for the acquisition and analysis of data. Chromatographic separation was done on a 100 mm × 2.1 mm internal diameter, 1.8-μm UPLC HSS T3 column equipped with 50 mm × 2.1 mm internal diameter, 1.8-μm UPLC HSS T3 pre-column (both Waters Acquity) with mobile phases A (10 mM ammonium acetate and 5 mM ammonium hydrocarbonate buffer, pH 7.65 adjusted with 10% acetic acid) and B (acetonitrile) at a flow rate of 0.3 mL min⁻¹ and column temperature 25°C. A gradient was used as follows: for 0-3 min the column was held at 0.2% B, then 3-3.5 min a linear increase to 100% B, 3.5-4.0 min held at 100% B, 4.0-4.5 min back to 0.2% B and equilibration at 0.2% B for 2.5 min. Samples kept at 8°C were automatically injected in a volume of 3 μL. For mass spectrometry, argon was used as the collision gas with a flow of 0.10 mL min⁻¹. The capillary voltage was set to 2.50 kV, source temperature 150°C, desolvation temperature 400°C, cone gas flow 150 l hr⁻¹, desolvation gas flow 800 l hr⁻¹.

Nucleotide concentration was calculated using a standard curve of the relevant nucleotide concentration in each sample. Standard curves included increasing concentration of all measured nucleotides ranging from 0-10μg/ml that were positioned at the beginning and at the end of each run. All the calculated values for the different nucleotides in each sample fell within the standard curve range. Analytics were detected in positive mode using multiple-reaction monitoring listed in Lee et al., 2014.

**Patient samples**

All prostate patients’ urine samples were obtained upon informed consent and with evaluation and approval from the corresponding ethics committee (CEIC code OHEUN11-12 and OHEUN14-14) (Royo et al., 2016). Patients included in the study were diagnosed with prostate adenocarcinoma and the criteria for inclusion was to be scheduled for surgery as anticancer treatment. Samples were collected between 2012 and 2016.

Urea analysis: To estimate age-stratified Urea background levels we pooled data from X = 1,363,691 patients in the de-identified Clalit Health Services electronic health record (code 0194-17-COM2), and y = 100 pediatric cancer patients on their day of admission to the Pediatric Hemato-Oncology Department at Souraski Medical Center (code 0016-17). Median urea level was computed per sample per year and values were grouped by age and the distribution was summarized in a boxplot. Cases were analyzed in a similar fashion. P values were estimated using a MW test that was performed following additional stratification to gender.

**Extraction of polar metabolites from urine and plasma**

To extract polar metabolites from urine (20~100 uL) and plasma (100 uL) samples, 1 and 0.9 mL methanol (with labeled amino acids as internal standard) were added, respectively, into biological sample-containing Eppendorf tube. Then, the resulting mixture was vortexed and sonicated for 15 min, vortexed again and centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 10 min. The liquid phase was transferred into new tube and lyophilized. Then the pellets were dissolved using 150 uL DDW-methanol (1:1), centrifuged twice to remove possible precipitants, and was injected into LC-MS system.

**LC-MS polar metabolites analysis**

Metabolic profiling of polar phase was done as described at Zheng et al. (2015) with minor modifications described below. Briefly, analysis was performed using Acquity I class UPLC System combined with mass spectrometer (Thermo Exactive Plus Orbitrap) which was operated in a negative ionization mode. The LC separation was done using the SeQuant ZipHilic (150 mm × 2.1 mm) with the SeQuant guard column (20 mm × 2.1 mm) (Merck). The Mobile phase A: acetonitrile and Mobile phase B: 20 mM ammonium carbonate plus 0.1% ammonia hydroxide in water. The flow rate was kept at 200 μl min⁻¹ and gradient as follow: 0–2min 75% of B, 2min 75% of B, 17 min 12.5% of B, 17.1 min 25% of B, 19 min 25% of B, 19.1 min 75% of B, 19 min 75% of B.

**Polar metabolites data analysis**

The data processing was done using TraceFinder Thermo Fisher software were detected compounds were identified by Retention time and fragments and verified using in-house mass spectra library. Urine metabolites were normalized by creatinine peak area.

**In vivo experiments**

Animal experiments were approved by the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee Following US National Institute of Health, European Commission and the Israeli guidelines (IACUC 21130115–4). 8 weeks old C57BL/6 and BALB/c male and female mice were respectively injected with CT26 colon cancer cells (sub-cutaneous), or with 4T1 breast cancer cells (in the mammary pad fad). Three weeks following the injection an advanced tumor was observed and palpated. Control urine was obtained from C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice similar in age which were not injected. Samples below 100μl were excluded from the analysis. Urine was collected from mice presenting adverse tumors and analyzed for metabolites at Baylor College of medicine or at the Life Sciences Core Facilities, Weizmann Institute of Science.

After sacrifice tumors and livers were removed from the mice for further analysis by quantitative PCR and western blot.
Xenograft mouse model

8 weeks old male SCID mice were injected sub-cutaneous with 1x10⁶ cells of Hepg2 EV, Hepg2, shOTC SKOV EV and SKOV shORNT in 200ul of DMEM (Hepg2) or RPMI (SKOV) containing 5% matrigel. Tumor weight was recorded post scarification.

Syngeneic mouse models

8 weeks old C57BL/6 male mice were injected sub-cutaneous in the right flank with MC38 mouse colon cancer cells infected with either an empty vector or with shASS1. For each injection, 5x 10⁵ tumor cells were suspended in 200ul DMEM containing 5% matrigel. Following injection, mice were treated with 250ug of anti PD-1 antibody on days on days 7, 12, 16, 19 (Clones 29F.1A12, RPM114, Bio Cell).

On day 22, mice were euthanized and tumors were removed and incubated in 1ml of PBS containing Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ (Sigma D8662) with 2.5 mg/ml Collagenase D (Roche) and 1mg/ml DNase I (Roche). Following 20min incubation at 37c, the tumors were processed to single cell suspension by mechanically grinding the tissue on top of wire mesh and repeated washing and filtering onto 70 µM filter (Falcon). Single cell suspensions from tumors were stained for flow cytometry analysis with CD3-FITC (clone 17A2), CD4-PE (clone GK15) and CD8a-APC (clone 53-6.7) all from Biolegend. Next, the cells were fixed using BD cytofix/cytoperm solution (BD Biosciences) and acquired on LSRll flow cytometer at the Weizmann FACS facility and analyzed with FlowJo software (Tree Star).

The tumor volume was quantified by the formula, \((l \times w \times h) / 6\), and normalized by their volume on day 11 when the mean tumor volume reached around 100 mm⁵. The response to anti-PD1 therapy (and empty vector) was quantified by the tumor volume change at time \(t\), \(\Delta V_t = (V_t - V_0) / V_0\), where \(V_t\) denotes the normalized tumor volume at a given time \(t\), and \(V_0\) denotes the tumor volume on day 11. The overall response of treated and control groups was compared by Wilcoxon rank sum test of \(\Delta V_t\) on day 21, and the sequential tumor growth was compared using ANOVA over the whole period (where the internal tumor volume was measured on day 9, 13,17, and 19).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical an analysis

Unless otherwise specified, all statistical analyses were performed using one-way ANOVA, Student’s t test or Wilcoxon rank sum test of multiple or two groups, with Dunnert’s correction when required. Log-transformed data were used where differences in variance were significant and variances were correlated with means. The sample size was chosen in advance based on common practice of the described experiment and is mentioned for each experiment. Each experiment was conducted with biological and technical replicates and repeated at least three times unless specified otherwise. When samples were distributed non-normally, Mann-Whitney analysis was performed. Statistical tests were done using Statssoft’s STATISTICA, ver. 10. All error bars represent SER. \(p < 0.05\) was considered significant in all analyses (* denotes \(p < 0.05\), **\(p < 0.005\), ***\(p < 0.0005\), **** \(p < 0.0001\)).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The custom codes used to generate the results of the manuscript are available in github (https://www.github.com/jooslee/UCD). The accession number for raw sequencing data reported in this paper is European Nucleotide Archive (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena): PRJEB27646. The processed data can be accessed at Mendeley Data at https://doi.org/10.17632/xc4pj5py86.1.
Figure S1. A Specific Dysregulation in Expression of Genes Involved in UC Facilitates CAD Activation, Related to Figures 1 and 2

(A) A scheme showing the direction (up or downregulation) of UC protein expression that is expected to support CAD activation (blue arrows) while the resulting changes in metabolites’ levels following these expression alterations are represented by red arrows.

(B) Upper panel: Quantification of a crystal violet staining fold change in proliferation of UCD patients’ fibroblasts versus normal fibroblasts controls, at 48 hours in comparison to time 0 for each cell type (p < 0.05, Student t test). The plot is a representative of 4 biological repetitions for each cell line. Lower panel: western blot demonstrating increased levels of CAD and phosphorylated CAD in specific urea cycle disorders versus normal fibroblasts. The error bars denote SEM.

(C) Normalized expression of ASS1, SLC25A13 and CAD in control fibroblasts as measured by ribosome profiling following human Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection.

(D) Left panel- Crystal violet quantification of MCF-10 non-tumorigenic epithelial cell line following UCD induction by either decreasing ASS1 or overexpressing citrin, significantly increases proliferation. Right panels- RT PCR of UC genes following perturbation.

(E) Metabolic modeling predicts an association of increased nitrogen utilization with increased CAD activity, at high biomass production (that is, higher cell proliferation) conditions.

(F) Metabolic modeling predicts that following UCD, there is a significant increase in metabolic flux reactions involving pyrimidine metabolites.
Figure S2. A Specific Dysregulation in Expression of Genes Involved in UC Facilitates Cancer Proliferation, Related to Figure 2

(A) A western blot showing the specific UC perturbations induced in different cancer cells and the resultant effect on p6K and CAD activation.

(B) Rapamycin treatment decreases CAD phosphorylation in UC perturbed cancer cells.

(C) Upper left: Quantification of crystal violet staining showing increased proliferation of different cancer cells following specific UC perturbations. Lower left: Rescue experiments for the UC perturbation reverses the proliferative phenotype. Right panels: RT PCR quantification for the changes in UC genes RNA expression levels following transfection with the specific rescue plasmid versus control plasmids.

(legend continued on next page)
(D) 5FU treatment decreases proliferation more significantly in UC perturbed cancer cells (upper panels) and restricted the enhanced pyrimidine synthesis (lower panel).

(E) Left panel: in vivo growth of HepG2 and SKOV xenografts with UCD compared to xenografts infected with empty vector. Right panel: Enhanced synthesis of labeled M+1 uracil from 15N-γ-glutamine in HEPG2 and SKOV perturbed cancer cells as compared to controls. (F) Silencing of OTC in hepatocellular carcinoma cells increases the uracil/urea ratio. For all, *P value ≤ 0.05. For C-F, the error bars denote SD.
Figure S3. UCD in Tumors Correlates with Increased Tumor Grade and Worse Prognosis, Related to Figure 2

(A) Quantification graphs for Figure 2B showing optical density (OD) quantifications for UC proteins compared to Proliferating cell nuclear antigen-PCNA and thyroid epithelial positive cell count.

(B) UCD-score correlates with PCNA levels (Spearman R = 0.67, p < 0.08). Malignant cell lines (red) show higher levels of PCNA compared to normal counterparts (blue).

(C) Left panel: Advanced thyroid tumor grade is associated with decreased expression of the UC transporter ORNT1. Right panel- A quantification graph for the staining performed in a blinded manner.

(D) Cox regression analysis of the UCD-score and CAD expression (in two independent univariate models and one multivariate model as competing terms) shows that both variables are independently significant.

For (A) and (C), the error bars denote SD.
Figure S4. UCD Increases Urine Pyrimidine Excretion and Changes Nucleotide Pool, Related to Figures 3

(A) Increased pyrimidine secretion relative to purines in urine of tumor bearing female (left panel) and male (right panel) mice injected with breast cancer in their mammary pads.

(B) Increased excretion of pyrimidine pathway metabolites in mice with breast and colon tumors (n = 37 with tumors; n = 11 controls, p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

(C) Quantification of western blots shown in Figure 3C (lower panel), demonstrating significant changes in UC expression in colon tumors compared to normal intestine.

(D) Increased secretion of amino acids in syngeneic female and male mice bearing breast (4T1) and colon (CT26) tumors as compared to controls.

(E) Inducing UCD in MC-38 colon cancer cells decreases urine secretion of amino acids.

(F) RT-PCR of livers from breast cancer bearing mice demonstrates decreased expression of UC genes.

(G) Each graph demonstrates the concentration of each monophosphate-nucleotide in specific UCD perturbed (gray) and unperturbed cancer cells (black). The results are demonstrated in different cancers following different UC perturbations: upper left- HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma with and without OTC downregulation, upper right- SKOV ovarian cancer with and without SLC25A15 downregulation, lower left- U2OS osteosarcoma with and without ASS1 downregulation, and in lower right- LOX melanoma cells with and without citrin overexpression. Following each UC perturbation in different cancers we find a consistent increase in pyrimidine synthesis compared to control, while the trend of purines levels between the UC perturbed and unperturbed controls, vary.

For (A), (B), and (D)-(G), the error bars denote SD. For (C), the error bars denote SEM.
Figure S5. Association between UCD-Score with PTMB and Its Functional Importance, Related to Figures 4 and 5

(A) Temporal changes of UCD and PTMB levels during tumorigenesis in a mouse xenograft model. The x axis shows the eight time points and the y axis shows the PTMB levels (red) and UCD-scores (blue).

(legend continued on next page)
(B) UCD is not associated with mutational load in TCGA samples, where no significant difference was observed between UCD (UCD-score > top 45%, n = 1,990) and UC-WT samples (UCD-score < bottom 45%, n = 1,990) (Wilcoxon rank sum p > 0.28).

(C) PTMB levels are significantly greater in UCD samples (UCD-score > top 45%) than UC-WT samples (UCD-score < bottom 45%) when PTMB was derived from all SNPs (both synonymous and nonsynonymous; left panel, n = 1,990 each) and non-exon SNPs (including those from intron/UTR region; right panel, n = 78 each) (Wilcoxon rank sum p < 0.05).

(D) The scatterplot shows the median UCD-scores and PTMB levels for each cancer type when the smokers are removed from LUAD and LUSC cohorts (Spearman R = 0.81, p < 0.0001).

(E) The scatterplot shows the median UCD-scores and PTMB levels for each cancer type when all the smokers are removed from the TCGA cohort (Spearman R = 0.57, p < 0.12). After the removal, only 9 cancer types have substantial number of samples (n > 10).

(F and G) Gene expression correlates with PTMB level both when it is derived from (F) DNA mutation data and (G) RNA mutation data (Spearman R = 0.94 (p < 0.01) and Spearman R = 0.98 (p < 4.9E-5), respectively) specifically in UC (red) but not in UC-WT samples (blue). We analyzed the mutation data based on the exome-seq of 4,422 TCGA samples and the RNAseq of 18 breast cancer samples. The genes were equally binned based on their expression levels.

(H) UCD samples (n = 197) show a higher fraction of nonsynonymous R→Y transversion mutations compared to UC-intact samples (n = 197) across all TCGA data (Wilcoxon rank sum p < 4.93E-3). Such a significant bias is not present for any of the other transversion mutation types (Y→Y, R→R, and Y→R).
Figure S6. Impact of UCD and PTMB on ICT Response and HLA-Peptide Presentation, Related to Figure 6

(A) UCD-scores are higher in responders (orange, n = 7) compared to non-responders (gray, n = 26, respectively) to anti-CTLA4 therapy. Wilcoxon rank sum p < 0.05 when UCD-score was calculated with RPKM-normalized RNAseq data (left panel) and Wilcoxon rank sum p < 0.22 when UCD-score was calculated with TPM-normalized data (right panel).

(B) Expression of CAD is less associated with ICT response than UCD both in anti-PD1 (Hugo et al., 2016) (left panel) and anti-CTLA4 (Van Allen et al., 2015) (right panel) cohort (Wilcoxon rank sum p = 0.71 and 0.45, respectively). The number of responders and non-responders in each dataset is provided in Table S5.

(C) Peptidomics analysis shows UCD cell lines (blue, n = 10,830) have higher LC-MS intensity than control cell lines (red, n = 10,794) (Wilcoxon rank sum p < 0.001).

(D) Peptides in UC-perturbed cell lines (blue, n = 10,830) show significantly higher hydrophobicity than unperturbed cell lines (red, n = 10,794) (Wilcoxon p < 7.00E-4).

(E) Upper panel- A western blot of MC-38 mouse colon cancer cells infected with different shASS1 clones, demonstrate downregulation of ASS1 at the protein level as compared to control cells infected with an empty vector (EV). Quantification of the western blots is shown in the lower panel.

(F) RT PCR quantification shows decreased ASS1 RNA levels in MC38 infected with different shASS1 clones as compared to MC38 infected with EV.

(legend continued on next page)
In vivo tumor growth was enhanced in MC38 with shASS1 as compared to the growth of MC38- EV tumors. Following sacrifice on day 22, flow cytometry analysis shows no significant CD4 helper T cells infiltrates between the excised UC perturbed and un perturbed tumors (n = 20 mice, 5 mice in each group, Wilcoxon rank sum p > 0.4 both for shASS1 and EV).

In vivo tumor growth in mice with (red) and without (blue) anti-PD1 treatment in the control group (empty vector) (ANOVA p > 0.12). For (C) and (D), the error bars denote SEM, and for (G), the error bars denote SD.